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Although single-crystalline LiNixCoyMn1-x-yO2 (SC NCM) materials have been confirmed to have advantages in
cycle performance, storage performance and thermal stability, the comprehensive performance of SC NCM
materials is not perfect enough nowadays. And the current research on the modification mostly focuses on
polycrystalline NCM materials, the modification of SC NCM materials is rare. Therefore, the synthesis and
modification of SC NCM materials deserve special attention. In this work, the SC high-nickel LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2
(NCM811) is modified by doping with titanium (Ti) element. The doped material can maintain better structural
stability, and suppress the side reaction between the material interface and the electrolyte, so the cycling per
formance is significantly improved. Doping enlarges the transport channel of Li+ in the material, thereby
increasing the rate property. The lattice slip phenomenon of the modified material under high voltage is
significantly suppressed, and the oxygen release and the reactivity with the electrolyte at high temperature of the
material after delithiation are reduced, so the high voltage resistance and thermal stability are significantly
enhanced. In conclusion, the comprehensive properties of SC NCM811 materials are improved by doping, and
detailed mechanism study is carried out, which can provide reference for the further modification of SC NCM
materials.

1. Introduction
As lithium-ion battery powered vehicles have become more and
more popular in the market in recent years, consumers’ demand for
mileage of electric vehicles is also growing [1–3]. For lithium-ion bat
teries, the commonly used anode materials are generally graphite or
silicon-based anode materials with a specific capacity of hundreds or
thousands of milliamp hours per gram [4–6], but today’s cathode ma
terials can often provide a capacity of about 200 mAh⋅g− 1 [7,8].
Therefore, cathode materials are the key materials that determine the
overall energy density of the batteries. Among them, NCM materials
have attracted widespread attention because of their excellent
comprehensive performance [9]. Their high specific capacity and low
comprehensive cost have made important contributions to the progress
of electric vehicle power batteries [10,11]. However, NCM materials are
generally obtained by calcining the precursors formed by coprecipitation, and the NCM materials are often secondary particles

grown by the accumulation of primary particles [12,13]. Because of this
characteristic, there are many inevitable inherent problems such as
particle crushing and pulverization, interstitial deterioration and other
problems [14–18]. The SC NCM materials are independent primary
particles, and there is no particle gap, so it is significantly improved in
many aspects compared with conventional polycrystalline NCM mate
rials. For example, the SC NCM materials often show better cycle and
storage performance and thermal stability [19–21]. However, the per
formance of the current SC NCM materials is not perfect enough due to
limitations of synthetic methods [22–25], the particle shapes and sizes
of many SC NCM materials are non-uniform, which affects the electro
chemical performance. Smaller particle sizes increase the side reactions
of SC NCM materials with the electrolyte, and the sharp particle
morphology is more likely to be broken during the compaction process.
Moreover, the current research on the modification of NCM materials
mostly focuses on polycrystalline NCM materials [26,27], and the
amendment of SC NCM materials is rare. Therefore, the research on the
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synthesis and modification of SC NCM materials deserves researchers’
attention.
In this work, a high-nickel single-crystalline NCM811 material with
regular morphology and uniform particles is synthesized by the moltensalt method, and the comprehensive properties of the SC NCM material
are further improved by Ti doping. Through the experimental research,
it is found that the electrochemical performance and thermal stability of
the modified material are obviously better than that of the unmodified
original material. The stabilizing effect of Ti can enhance the structural
stability of SC NCM811 during the electrochemical process and reduce
the generation of surface impurities. Larger radius of Ti increases the
interlayer spacing for Li+ diffusion and suppresses the formation of rocksalt phases which are unfavorable for Li+ transport. Doping can main
tain the stability of the material structure and reduce the effect of lattice
slippage under high voltage. Doping reduces the activity of the surface
lattice oxygen, and inhibits its reaction with the electrolyte components
at high temperature. The comparative research further illustrates the
mechanism of doping modification on the performance improvement of
the SC NCM materials and provides universal experience for the modi
fication of SC NCM materials in the future.

precursors. Through the elemental analysis, the elements of nickel, co
balt, and manganese are uniformly distributed in the prepared materials
(Fig. S1c). Doping is one of the important methods for the modification
of polycrystalline NCM materials. According to literature [28,29], Ti has
a good comprehensive effect on the modification of NCM materials.
Therefore, Ti is selected as the experimental object of SC NCM modifi
cation, and the pre-experiment is carried out with a doping amount of 2
mol%. From the results of SEM (Fig. 1a), the particles of the Ti-doped
materials are plump, round and uniform in size. The optimal sintering
temperature after doping may be different from the synthesis of the
original material, and the doping amount will affect the electrochemical
performance of the material to a certain extent. Therefore, on the basis
of the pre-experiment, two sets of samples with sintering temperature of
880 ◦ C and 920 ◦ C are added to determine the optimal calcination
temperature of the doped material (Fig. S2a). The capacity retention of
the pristine SC-NCM811 material after 200 cycles at 3.0–4.3 V at 0.5C is
76.73 %, while that of the doped materials calcined at 880 ◦ C, 900 ◦ C
and 920 ◦ C after 200 cycles are 86.89 %, 89.21 % and 87.37 %,
respectively. The comparison shows that the slight change of the calci
nation temperature will not have a significant effect on the properties of
the doped material, and the optimal temperature is 900 ◦ C, which is the
same as the unmodified sample, so 900 ◦ C is chosen as the calcination
temperature of the doped material. The temperature can not only make
the material have the optimal electrochemical performance, but also be
consistent with the unmodified sample, avoiding the influence of the
calcination temperature difference. The choice of doping content has an
important influence on the modification of materials. A small amount of
doping may have poor modification effect, and a large amount of doping
may reduce the electrochemical capacity of the material. Therefore,
three doping amounts of 1 mol%, 2 mol%, and 3 mol% are applied for

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Synthesis conditions and material testing
The precursors in this study are obtained by co-precipitation, as
shown in Fig. S1a, the NCM811 precursor was spherical secondary
particles formed by the accumulation of primary particles. After calci
nation by the molten salt method, single-crystalline NCM811 materials
(SC-NCM811, Fig. S1b) with uniform particles can be prepared with the

Fig. 1. The morphology and particle size of SC-NCM811-Ti-2% material (a), the internal TEM line scan (b) and elemental mapping analysis (c) of the sliced material,
the high-resolution TEM (d) and XRD test of the material (e), crystal structure schematic diagram of the material (f), XPS test of the original material (g).
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modification attempts (Fig. S2b), respectively, and the electrochemical
performance of the materials are shown in Table S1. To maintain the
electrochemical capacity of the material and maximize the cycle per
formance as much as possible, the final doping content is selected as 2
mol%. It is worth noting that the 2 mol% here is the ratio of the feeding
material. After accurate testing by inductively coupled plasma tests, the
actual Ti doping content is 1.5 mol%. The material prepared by this
modification process was named as SC-NCM811-Ti-2 %. The linear
scanning and elemental analysis of the TEM test after slicing the SCNCM811-Ti-2 % material shows that the doping elements uniformly
penetrate the entire material particles (Fig. 1b), and the element map
ping analysis also confirms that original transition metal elements Ni,
Co, Mn and doping element Ti are homogeneously distributed in the
interior (Fig. 1c). At the same time, the high-resolution TEM test results
proved that the synthesized material has a good crystal structure
(Fig. 1d). In the XRD test (Fig. 1e), the characteristic peaks (0 0 6) /
(1 0 2) and (1 0 8) / (1 1 0) of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material are recog
nizable, the ratio of (0 0 3) and (1 0 4) peaks reaches 2.68, indicating that
the modified SC NCN has a good layered structure. Fig. 1f is the structure
schematic diagram of the synthesized doped material. In the XPS test
(Fig. 1g), there are four transition metal signals in the material at the
same time, which also shows that the Ti element is doped into the SCNCM811-Ti-2 % material.

0.5C under 3.0–4.3 V (Fig. 2a), the cycling performance of SC-NCM811Ti-2 % is obviously better than that of SC-NCM811. The capacity
retention rate of SC-NCM811 after 300 cycles is only 64.11 %, while that
of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % reaches 87.79 %. From the comparison of the
charge–discharge curves of the two materials at different cycles
(Fig. 2b1, b2), except for the first cycle, the initial charge voltage of the
two materials increases, and the initial discharge voltage drops, indi
cating that the polarization of the batteries increases as the cycle pro
gresses. This phenomenon is more obvious in the SC-NCM811 material,
which means the polarization increase of the SC-NCM811 material is
significantly greater under the same number of cycles. At the same time,
from the dQ / dV analysis (Fig. 2c1, c2), the oxidation peak moves to
wards a higher potential, while the reduction peak moves towards a
lower potential as the cycle progresses. And this phenomenon becomes
more obvious with the increase of cycle number, and the offset degree of
SC-NCM811 material is significantly larger. The reason for this phe
nomenon is that during the cycle, the materials constantly contact with
the electrolyte, which will generate poor conductors on the surface of
the materials, increasing the polarization degree of the electrodes and
the difference between the redox peaks [30]. By comparing the average
charge–discharge potential and potential difference of the two materials
(Fig. 2d1, d2), the SC-NCM811 material has a larger increase in the
average charge potential and a higher degree of decrease in the average
discharge potential, so the average potential difference during the cycle
process is extensively bigger than that of the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % ma
terial, which also shows that the polarization increase of the SCNCM811 material during cycling is higher than that of the SC-

2.2. Cycle performance analysis
SC-NCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % are electrochemically cycled at

Fig. 2. Cycling performance of SC-NCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % at 3.0–4.3 V (a), the charge–discharge (b) and dQ / dV (c) curves of the two materials at
different cycles, the average charge–discharge potential and potential difference of the two materials (d), the performance comparison between this work and other
studies (e).
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NCM811-Ti-2 % material [31]. These results all indicate that the elec
trochemical performance of SC NCM811 material has been significantly
improved after doping. At the same time, compared with some other
research works [22,23,32–38], the performance in this study still shows
certain superiority.
In order to clarify the reasons for the improved properties after
doping, XRD tests are applied to compare the structural differences
between two original materials. The XRD and refined results of SCNCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % materials are shown in Fig. 3a and
Fig. 3b respectively. the specific results are shown in the Table S2. Both
materials have a good layered structure from the XRD results. For NCM
materials, the lower the ratio of the c-axis and the a-axis, the better the
structural maintenance of the material [39–41]. The c / a value of SCNCM811 material is slightly bigger than that of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 %
material, indicating that the latter has stronger structural stability
(Table S2). During the cycling process of NCM materials, the (0 0 3)
crystal plane will shift to a low angle with the extraction of Li+ [42], so
the XRD results of the two materials after cycling were compared with
each other (Fig. 3c), and the peak of Aluminum (Al) is used as the
benchmark for correction, the results show that the negative shift of the
(0 0 3) crystal plane of SC-NCM811 is more obvious than that of SCNCM811-Ti-2 %. Therefore, the structure of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % is better
preserved after cycling, which is beneficial for better electrochemical
performance. Pristine SC-NCM811 (Fig. S3a) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 %
(Fig. S3b) both have a good layered structure from the TEM tests. After
300 cycles, the outer surface area of the SC-NCM811 material almost
transforms into rock-salt phase (Fig. 3d), while for the SC-NCM811-Ti-2
% material, the range of rock-salt phase in the outer surface area is about
7–9 nm (Fig. 3e), and the interior still maintains a regular layered

structure, the selected electron diffraction near the surface shows both
layered and rock-salt structure. The TEM results show that the SCNCM811-Ti-2 % can maintain better structural stability in long the
cycle, and the degree of surface phase transition is significantly reduced,
resulting in better electrochemical performance. For the battery with
lithium piece as the negative electrode, the transition metal in the NCM
materials will dissolve out and deposit on the lithium metal negative
electrode during the cycle, which affects the utilization efficiency of
lithium metal. The more the transition metal is dissolved out, the thicker
the utilization depth of the lithium metal negative electrode is. In the
battery with SC-NCM811 materials, the utilization depth of the lithium
metal after cycling is about 140–210 μm and uneven (Fig. S4a), while in
the battery with SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % materials, the utilization depth of
the cycled lithium metal is about 95 μm and relatively uniform
(Fig. S4b). From the utilization depth of lithium metal anode, SCNCM811-Ti-2 % has a low degree of metal dissolution during cycling, so
its structure remains relatively intact, which is consistent with the test
results of XRD and TEM. In addition to improving the stability of the
bulk structure of the material, doping also affects the chemical proper
ties of the surface. The high-nickel NCM material will be accompanied
by changes in the oxidation state of the transition metal during the
process of Li+ deintercalation, which will adversely affect the oxidative
decomposition behavior of the electrolyte. After a long cycle of SCNCM811 materials, a large number of impurities are generated on the
surface (Fig. 3f), which are generally considered to be the products of
electrolyte decomposition, the impurities are densely distributed,
covering almost the entire surface of cathode materials. Although the
dispersed impurities can be seen on the surface of cycled SC-NCM811-Ti2 % (Fig. 3g), the amount is considerably lower than that of SC-NCM811,

Fig. 3. The XRD and refined results of pristine SC-NCM811 (a) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (b), XRD results of the two materials after cycling (c), TEM results and
schematic diagrams of SC-NCM811 (d) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (e) after cycling, SEM results of cycled SC-NCM811 (f) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (g), XPS testing of SCNCM811 (h) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (i) after cycling.
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and morphology of cathode materials is still clearly visible. It is worth
noting that the surfaces of the electrodes composed of the two materials
are smooth and neat without any impurities before cycling (Figure S5).
When the impurities on the surface of the SC-NCM811 material are
impacted with high-energy electrons, the impurity layer will be signif
icantly weakened to expose the bulk material, which further confirms
that the surface is a decomposition product of the electrolyte after
cycling (Figure S6). The decomposition behavior of the electrolyte on
the surface of two materials during the cycle can be observed from XPS
tests of cycled electrodes. Peaks at 685.0 eV and 687.5 eV belong to LiF
and LixPFyOz in the F 1 s spectrum [43–45]. Peaks at 136.6 eV and 133.5
eV are assigned to the decomposition products LixPFy and LixPFyOz for
the P 2p spectrum [46]. In the O 1 s spectrum, the peaks at 531.91 eV
– O and O-C–
– O, respectively [47]. The
and 533.29 eV correspond to C–
electrolyte decomposition peak intensity of SC-NCM811 materials
(Fig. 3h) after cycling is clearly higher than that of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 %
materials (Fig. 3i), which indicates that SC-NCM811 materials undergo
more severe electrolyte decomposition during cycling. As the cycle
continues, impurities are formed on the surface of electrode materials
due to the decomposition of the electrolyte. The components usually
have low ionic / electronic conductivity, which will increase the internal
resistance of the battery [48]. AC impedance tests are performed on two

kinds of batteries after 300 cycles, the frequency range in the impedance
test is 0.01–105 Hz. The impedance of cycled SC-NCM811 batteries is
significantly larger than that of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % batteries
(Figure S7), which shows that the doping modified material can reduce
the decomposition of electrolyte during cycling, and reduce polarization
and impedance.
2.3. Rate performance analysis
In addition to cycle performance, rate performance is also an
important criterion for evaluating NCM materials. Rate performance at
0.2C, 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 5C is performed on SC-NCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti2 % materials (Fig. 4a), the performance of two materials is similar at
lower rates, while the electrochemical performance of SC-NCM811-Ti-2
% is significantly better than SC-NCM811 at high rates. When cycling at
the rate of 2C, the performance decay of SC-NCM811 is more serious
than that of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % (Fig. 4b), which indicates that Li+ has a
faster transport speed in the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material. To find out
why SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % has better rate performance, GITT tests are
carried out on the materials before and after cycling. The test raw data of
the materials before cycling is shown in Figure S8. It can be seen from
the Fig. 4c, d that average diffusion coefficients of SC-NCM811 material

Fig. 4. Rate performance (a) and cycle performance test at 2C rate (b) of two materials, diffusion coefficients of uncycled SC-NCM811 (c) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (d),
high-resolution TEM of pristine SC-NCM811 (e) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (f), in-situ impedance of SC-NCM811 (g) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (h) before long cycling, insitu impedance of SC-NCM811 (i) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (j) after long cycles.
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during charge and discharge are 1.24 × 10-10 (cm− 2⋅s− 1) and 2.76 × 1010
(cm− 2⋅s− 1), while those of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material reach 1.79 ×
10-10 (cm− 2⋅s− 1) and 4.05 × 10-10 (cm− 2⋅s− 1), respectively. Therefore,
the transport speed of Li+ in SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % is higher than that of
SC-NCM811 material, showing better rate performance and higher rate
cycle performance. At the same time, through the results of highresolution TEM analysis, the lattice spacing of Li+ diffusion layer of
SC-NCM811 is 0.470 nm (Fig. 4e), while the lattice spacing of the Li+
diffusion layer of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % reaches 0.478 nm (Fig. 4f), which
may be due to the larger radius of the doped Ti ions, increasing the
lattice spacing and facilitating the rapid diffusion of Li+. For the material
after 300 cycles, the average diffusion coefficients of SC-NCM811 ma
terial in the cycle process decrease significantly, which are 7.39 × 10-11
(cm− 2⋅s− 1) and 4.99 × 10-11 (cm− 2⋅s− 1), respectively (Figure S9a). The
average diffusion coefficients of cycled SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material are
1.35 × 10-10 (cm− 2⋅s− 1) and 7.99 × 10-11 (cm− 2⋅s− 1) (Figure S9b), which
are also higher than that of the unmodified material. This may be

because the unmodified material has obvious phase transition behavior
during the long cycle, and the existence of excessive rock-salt phase
seriously hinders the transport of Li+, while the structure of the doped
material remains more stable, and there are less rock-salt phases in the
material, so the Li+ transport speed is faster, which also explains why
SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % can have better retention in high-rate cycling. In the
process of electrochemical cycling, besides the transport of Li+ in the
bulk of active materials, its transport performance at the electro
de–electrolyte interface also has a great influence on the rate charac
teristics of the battery. The in-situ impedance tests of the batteries before
and after cycling are carried out. The in-situ impedance values of SCNCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % are relatively close before cycling
(Fig. 4g, h). While the impedance values of SC-NCM811 material at
different potential are significantly higher than SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % after
a long cycle (Fig. 4i, j). This is related to the impurities generated on the
surface of the SC-NCM811 material during the long cycle, so the cycle
performance of the SC-NCM811 material at high rates is significantly

Fig. 5. Cycling performance of SC-NCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % at 3.0–4.5 V (a), the in-situ XRD test results of SC-NCM811 (b) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % (c) at
3.0–4.5 V, SEM images of SC-NCM811 (d) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % (e) at different potentials, high-resolution TEM of the interior of SC-NCM811 (f) and SC-NCM811Ti-2 % (g) after charging to 4.5 V, Ni XPS of SC-NCM811 (h) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % (i) before and after charging, Ti XPS of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % (j) before and
after charging.
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lower than that of the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material.

well suppress the slip of the SC NCM material under high voltage. At the
same time, XPS tests on both materials are also operated before and after
charging to 4.5 V. For the SC-NCM811 material, the Ni oxidation state
on the surface changes significantly after charging, the proportion of
Ni2+ decreases significantly, while the proportion of Ni3+ increases
(Fig. 5h1, h2). For SC-NCM811-Ti-2 %, the XPS results of Ti are almost
identical before and after charging, indicating that there is no valence
change (Fig. 5j1, j2). Due to the existence of Ti, the valence state of Ni in
SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % is also relatively stable before and after charging
(Fig. 5i1, i2). It shows that the valence of the doped Ti does not change
during the electrochemical process, which plays a role in stabilizing the
structure. Therefore, the lattice slip degree of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % ma
terial under high voltage is lower than that of SC-NCM811.

2.4. High voltage performance analysis
In order to improve the power density of the battery, the working
voltage of the NCM battery is also increasing. To investigate the per
formance and mechanism of doping to enhance the high voltage prop
erties of NCM materials, electrochemical tests on the two materials at
3.0–4.5 V are conducted, respectively. Severe oxidative decomposition
will occur when the conventional electrolyte is cycled at high voltage,
which greatly affects the electrochemical performance. Therefore, the
previously developed high-voltage electrolyte is used for cycling to
eliminate the impact of electrolyte degradation on battery performance
[15]. The cycling performance of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material at
3.0–4.5 V was significantly improved compared with SC-NCM811
(Fig. 5a). The increase in the average voltage of the SC-NCM811 mate
rial during charging is higher than that of the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % ma
terial, and the discharge average voltage drop of the SC-NCM811
material is higher than that of the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material
(Figure S10a, b). Therefore, the average potential difference during
cycling under high voltage is more than that of the modified material,
and the material polarization is more obvious. Different from the
obvious fracture and crushing of polycrystalline NCM under high
voltage, single-crystalline NCM will not crack in the crystal gap because
there is no secondary particle. However, through the research of Bi, the
internal gliding phenomenon of SC NCM will occur under high voltage.
Although the lattice gliding will return to its original position after
discharge, with the progress of cycle, the gliding will continue to
accumulate repeatedly and increase its irreversibility. This phenomenon
will lead to the destruction of material structure and the decline of
electrochemical performance. For verifying this phenomenon, SCNCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % materials were charged to 4.5 V,
4.6 V, 4.7 V and 4.8 V respectively to observe their gliding behavior
under different cut-off voltages. As shown in the Fig. 5d, e, both SCNCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % will slip under high voltage, and the
higher the charging voltage is, the more obvious the particle slip is.
However, under the same potential, the slip degree of SC-NCM811
material is significantly greater than that of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % mate
rial. SC-NCM811 shows obvious stacking malposition at 4.5 V (Fig. 5d1),
while SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % has only slight phenomenon at 4.5 V
(Fig. 5e1). When the cut-off voltage is increased to 4.8 V, SC-NCM811
particles break up (Fig. 5d4), and the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % slippage is
deepened, but the intact particle structure is still maintained (Fig. 5e4).
SEM tests at different potentials show that doping can well suppress the
slip phenomenon of materials at high potential. Through the in-situ XRD
tests at 3.0–4.5 V (Fig. 5b, c), the characteristic peaks of SC-NCM811-Ti2 % have a lower shift at high voltage, especially the shift of the (0 0 3)
peak (The raw data is shown in Figure S11), which indicates that the
volume expansion and contraction during the charging and discharging
process are smaller, so the slip is significantly suppressed. Highresolution TEM tests are performed on the sliced materials after
charging to 4.5 V to observe the crystal structures on the surface, near
surface and interior of the materials under high voltage. The structure of
SC-NCM811 at both surface and near-surface regions is transformed into
rock-salt phase at 4.5 V, indicating that the material has a relatively
obvious transition metal mixing phenomenon with delithiation
(Figure S12a). While the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material has rock-salt
phase in the surface region at 4.5 V, and the near-surface region has
the coexistence of rock-salt and layered phase (Figure S12b), the degree
of cation mixing is lower than that of the SC-NCM811 material [49]. In
the interior of the materials, both of them basically maintain a relatively
intact layered structure, but in the SC-NCM811 material (Fig. 5f),
obvious diffraction bending can be observed, indicating that metal layer
slip occurs inside the material. In the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material
(Fig. 5g), the internal structure is intact and no obvious bending phe
nomenon is observed. The TEM results can also prove that doping can

2.5. Thermal stability analysis
The thermal stability of high-nickel NCM materials is a key factor
which plagues their practical use, so the effect of doping modification on
the thermal stability of SC NCM materials is worth exploring. Oxygen
release of delithiated NCM materials will occur at high temperature, the
carbonate solvent dehydrogenates and adsorbs on the lattice oxygen on
the surface of the NCM material with high oxidation state, the influence
of dual effect greatly reduces the thermal stability of the charged NCM
materials. DSC tests on SC-NCM811 and SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % charged to
4.3 V are performed, respectively (Fig. 6a), and the SC-NCM811 material
would preferentially undergo exothermic phenomena accompanied by
mass loss and oxygen release. In order to find out the structure change
process of the NCM materials at high temperature, in-situ Raman tests
on the two materials charged to 4.3 V are conducted. The test results
were normalized by the intensity of the Eg peak and displayed in the
form of a contour plot. During the in-situ heating Raman process, with
the increase of temperature, the material will undergo layered trans
formation to spinel and rock-salt phase, and the intensity of A1g and Eg
peaks will gradually weaken. In the Fig. 6b, c, the phase transition
temperature of the SC-NCM811 material is lower than that of the SCNCM811-Ti-2 % material, so the metal–oxygen bonding force in the
material is also weaker at the same temperature, and the thermal sta
bility of SC-NCM811 material is lower than that of SC-NCM811-Ti-2 %
material. In practical batteries, the electrode materials often coexist with
the electrolyte, so DSC tests on the charged NCM materials are con
ducted in the presence of electrolyte. The exothermic intensity in the
DSC test with electrolyte is significantly higher than that of the material
powder only, but the initial exothermic temperature of the reaction
between the delithiated SC-NCM811 material and the electrolyte is also
lower than that of the SC-NCM811-Ti-2 % material, and the heat release
is also slightly higher (Fig. 6d). In our previous research [50], the car
bonate solvent will undergo a dehydrogenation reaction on the surface
of the delithiated high-nickel NCM materials, and then adsorb on the
surface lattice oxygen and be further oxidized by it, thereby accelerating
the thermal reaction process. From the results of in-situ heating Raman,
at high temperature, due to the presence of doped metal Ti, the metal
–oxygen binding force in the NCM material is enhanced, and the activity
of surface lattice oxygen in the material is reduced. Therefore, the ac
tivity of the electrolyte solvent to react with the surface of the material is
reduced, and the thermal stability of the material is improved. At the
same time, the oxygen vacancy formation energy of the doped NCM is
higher than that of the original material [51], and it is less likely for the
doped NCM to release oxygen after delithiation, so the degree of reac
tion with the electrolyte is also significantly reduced.
3. Conclusions
In this work, the SC high-nickel NCM811 is modified by doping with
Ti element. The stabilizing effect of Ti can enhance the structural sta
bility of SC NCM811 during the electrochemical process, and due to the
weakening of the metal dissolution phenomenon in the NCM material,
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Fig. 6. TG-DSC test of delithiated NCM materials (a), in-situ heating Raman tests of charged SC-NCM811 (b) and SC-NCM811-Ti-2% (c), delithiated NCM materials
DSC tests with electrolyte (d), schematic diagram of the reaction of electrolyte with NCM materials (e) and oxygen vacancy formation (f).

the utilization efficiency of lithium metal anode is improved. The
valence state of the doped Ti element is stable, which reduces the
decomposition effect of high-valent Ni on the electrolyte and reduces the
generation of surface impurities. Therefore, doping can significantly
improve the cycle performance of SC NCM811 materials. The rate
capability of the SC NCM811 is improved because Ti with a larger radius
increases the interlayer spacing for Li+ diffusion and suppresses the
formation of rock-salt phases which are unfavorable for Li+ transport.
When cycling at a higher potential, the valence state of NCM transition
metals will change accordingly, while Ti still maintains a stable valence
state. Therefore, doping can maintain the stability of the material
structure and reduce the effect of lattice slippage, which can improve the
high-voltage performance of the material. At the same time, the doped
Ti can reduce the oxygen release of the delithiated material at high
temperature, reduce the activity of the surface lattice oxygen, and
inhibit its reaction with the electrolyte components, thereby increasing
the thermal stability of the NCM material. This work researches the ef
fect of metal doping on the performance of single-crystalline high-nickel
NCM materials and provides convincing mechanism explanation, which
supplies a reference for the further modification of SC NCM materials.

4.2. Synthesis of single-crystalline NCM materials
The SC NCM materials were synthesized by the molten-salt method.
The precursors, LiOH⋅H2O and Li2SO4⋅H2O in a stoichiometric ratio
(2:3:5) were ground and mixed, respectively. The mixture was precalcined at 500 ◦ C for 3 h in oxygen atmosphere, and then calcined at
900 ◦ C for 10 h. The calcined materials were washed with deionized
water to remove excess lithium salts, and then recalcined at 650 ◦ C
under oxygen atmosphere for 6 h. The preparation of doped SC NCM
materials requires adding the desired proportion of dopant material
during the grinding process.
4.3. Electrode preparation and battery assembly
In the process of positive electrode preparation, the mass ratio of
active material, conductive agent and binder is 8: 1: 1, and a proper
amount of N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP) was added into the powder to
make the slurry. The whole material was put into the agitating defoamer
for stirring and mixing. After that, it was uniformly coated on the
aluminum foil current collector, dried in a vacuum oven at 80 ◦ C for 24
h, and then the electrode was punched into a circular sheet with a
diameter of 12 mm, in addition, the mass loading of positive electrodes
is about 8 mg⋅cm− 2. In the battery assembly process, the obtained
electrode pieces were positive electrodes, and the lithium pieces were
negative electrodes. The LB-301 electrolyte (EC: DMC = 1: 1 (v: v), 1 M
LiPF6) and the Asahi Kasei separator were used respectively.

4. Experimental section
4.1. Precursor synthesis by co-precipitation method
The precursors for the preparation of the SC NCM material by the
molten-salt method were obtained by co-precipitation routine. The
stoichiometric ratio (8:1:1) of NiSO4⋅6H2O, CoSO4⋅7H2O and
MnSO4⋅H2O was prepared into a mixed salt solution (MSO4) with a total
concentration of 2 mol⋅L-1, and then 2 mol⋅L-1 NaOH solution was used
as the co-precipitation alkali source. During the experiment, the
ammonia solution was prepared according to the ratio of NH3⋅H2O:
MSO4 = 0.2 and added dropwise with NaOH and mixed salt solution at
the same time during the co-precipitation process. The pH value of the
solution was kept constant at 11.5. At the same time, the solution system
temperature was 55 ◦ C, the stirring speed was 750 rpm, and the inert gas
was continuously fed. After the injection procedure was completed, the
constant temperature was maintained for 12 h.

4.4. Electrochemical performance test
The batteries were tested by Neware battery test system, and the
programs were set according to the test requirements. To study the
lithium-ion diffusion coefficients of materials in the cycling process, the
galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) was applied. In
addition, the electrochemical workstation Autolab was applied to test
the in-situ impedance of the batteries, and the Solartron was used to test
the battery impedance of different cycles.
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4.5. Physical characterization
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In this study, XRD was used to test the structural properties of the
materials, TEM was used to observe the structural changes of the ma
terials in different states, XPS was applied to analyze the decomposition
products on the surface of the materials after cycling and the valence
state change of the materials in the charged state, SEM was functioned to
monitor the overall morphology and particle size of the materials, DSC
was employed to investigate the thermal stability of the materials under
delithiation, and Raman was used to measure the change of cathode
materials with temperature after delithiation.
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